05/03/09
Dear ABHAYAans

Abhaya Foundation

Good Day and Greetings from ABHAYA. Hope you are all aware of the recently
concluded operation of Ms.Priyanka to whom Doctors successfully performed cochlear
Implantation couple of weeks ago. When we shared the story of Priyanka with all for
information, surprisingly we received couple of similar cases seeking our help for such
surgeries. On enquiry we understand that there are about 25 such cases(only known
ones) kept under pendency with SAHI due to non availability of funds at patient's end.
Dr.Ratnakar Kamaraju forwarded a request to ABHAYA couple of days ago seeking our
support which is as follows:
Dear Balachandra,
I find the God's work being carried out silently and fruitfully. I appreciate and May Lord
Sai bless you all.
By the way, I think I can share with you some small but important issue. Mr
Purnachandradu who was my personal secretary at NIMS hails from a poor
agriculturist family and with all my (HIS) guidance, he completed MA and a wonderful
Steno typist of NIMS(even today). Unfortunately he has been blessed by three sons,
eldest having bilateral nerve deafness of (98 and 90% respectively which was slow
and progressive. Dr Vinay kumar of Apollo, our good friend had assessed and advised
Cochlear transplant. I may share little more details. Being the eldest and bright in
mathematics, the boy secured good marks in entrance. My daughter educated this
boy and now he is an engineer in computers and electronics. He cannot be usefully
employed because of his ailment.
We all pooled including father's provident fund to raise nearly about Rs.3.00 lakhs.
The balance has become difficult. Dr. Vinay kumar said through SAHI they would
perform surgery with their sanction of partial amount if the patient is able to arrange
for the rest. I wish people like you can do something for this sort of issues.
The boy being an engineer may be employed and recover treatment charges, from his
salary in installments, even as apprentice. Father getting about Rs.13,000/- PM after
all cuts and with two more sons to be educated, finds extremely difficult to afford.
After having got him educated to this level both our daughter and I feel sad. See what
best we can do in this situation.
Kindly do not construe, as I do not like our relationship to come in any way with this.
I will like to have your feedback.
Dr.Kamaraju Ratnakar

an assurance for no fear

05/03/09

Abhaya Foundation

On receipt of the information we called both
Mr. Purnachandrudu and his son Mr.Sathya Srinivas
BE(CSE) who is otherwise able to the office and
interacted with them. Sathya looks to be very
intelligent to understand the people. Apollo suggested
for Cochlear implant surgery for him, whose cost would
be about Rs.8,00,000/-. We understand from his father
that right now they have about Rs.3,00,000/- which is
being pooled. SAHI sanctioned about Rs.1,00,000/they are now approaching CM to provide an appropriate
relief which we may assume would be around
Rs.1,00,000/-. All these things pooled together they
will have about Rs.5.00 lakhs and they are looking for
the support for the rest of the amount.

Father - Purnachadrudu

The top Priority now for them:
Mr.Purnachandrudu says if his son is able to get
an appropriate employment based on his
qualification and abilities it would be of grate
help for them so that they can raise a loan to the
extent possible and get the same repaid by his
monthly salary in installments. in case if anyone
in the circle is able to provide him a chance to
work considering his abilities he would be
morally boosted in the life and built confidence to
face the world around. We request the employers
to consider this candidate with at least a salary of
Rs.7500/- PM to start with.
In any case if we all agree that we should help him, then
we should pool at least about Rs.2.00 lakhs for his
surgery. abhaya is ready with Rs.25,000/- from its side
to start with. We look forward to have your kind hearted
support in the said regard.
If every thing goes smoothly with God's Grace...
we are sure of doing the needful to Satya by 05-05-09.
look forward to see your loving and caring action...
Remember even if we want to cross 1000 miles ... It would still start with 1 foot only...
If every step added...even 1000 miles can be crossed with out any difficulty.
Let you and me together be of some help to Satya.
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